In this paper we have worked to weight and transform various estimators by Prasad (1986) and Lui (1991 
Introduction
Many researchers have worked on improving the efficiency of estimation of population mean of the study variable Y , when an auxiliary variable X , correlated with Y , is observable. Not only researchers formulated the ratio and product estimators but introduced several variants of these in order to improve the efficiency of estimators. Some of the researchers who introduced several variants of the ratio and product estimators include Bandyopadhyay (1994) , Singh and Singh (1997) , Singh (2000 Singh ( , 2002 . 
In this paper we propose a new weighted estimator of the population mean. The proposed estimator is compared with the estimators proposed by Chakrabarty (1979) , Singh and Singh (1997) , Singh (2002) and Singh et al. (2006) . We also present some transformed estimators of Y .
The proposed estimator for weights summing to unity
We propose a new weighted estimator, whose weights sum up to one, with the aim to obtain more precise estimates. The proposed estimator is compared with the estimators proposed by Chakrabarty (1979) , Singh and Singh (1997) , Singh (2002) and Singh et al. (2006 
The bias of new y given by
The MSE of the proposed estimator new y is given by Analyzing the numerical results we can easily conclude that under non-optimum weights, the proposed estimator prop y , in which sum of the weights in assumed to be equal to one, is efficient than 1 C r and y .
Transformed Estimator
In this section we introduce some variants of the proposed estimator with the, well met, aim of increasing the efficiency of the estimation of the population mean of a quantitative variable. By using the transformed auxiliary variable, many researchers such as Chakrabarty (1979) , Srivenkataramana and Tracy (1986) , and others have discussed that the transformation of auxiliary variable reduces the bias and may or may not increases the efficiency of the estimators.
Mohanty and Sahoo (1995) presented a new transformation of the auxiliary variable by using its minimum and maximum variables.
So we present here the setup for the transformation and apply it in our scenario. Let us have a finite population of N , represented by 
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Now applying the transformation given in (4.1) we have, 
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From (2.10) one can easily see that 2 2 A E y Y m .
Similarly from (4.7), one may substitute the values of
The value of D is given by
The proposed weighted estimator under condition that, 12 
